GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
TO AUTHORS

_Croatica Chemica Acta_ (CCA) is an international journal devoted to the publication of papers from all fields of chemistry. Four issues are published annually. Contributions should be written in English; an abstract (translated) in Croatian is added.

CCA publishes _Original scientific papers_, _Notes_, _Preliminary communications_, _Authors’ reviews_, _Reviews_, _Feature articles_, _Conference papers_, _Essays_ and _Data bank contributions_. In the appendix, the Journal publishes _Letters to the Editor_, _Book reviews_, _Obituaries_ and the Croatian Chemical Society news.

_Original scientific papers_ report unpublished results of original research. The papers have to contain all the necessary information to enable reproducibility of the described work.

_Notes_ report unpublished results of short, but completed, original research or describe original laboratory techniques (methods, apparatus, _etc._). _Notes_ should not exceed 1000 words.

_Preliminary communications_ report unpublished preliminary results of original research that require prompt publication.

_Authors’ reviews_ are concise and critical surveys of the author’s current research field. The author’s contribution should be compared to the data (results, information) provided by other scientists in the same field.

_Reviews_ are concise and critical surveys of a specific research field, providing the reader with up-to-date information on current developments and trends. As a rule, reviews are written upon invitation from the Editor.

_Feature articles_ are concise and critical reviews of a current topic, pointing to trends and controversies in the field. They should be understandable to non-specialists. Feature articles are written upon invitation from the Editorial Board and should not exceed 20 typewritten pages.

_Conference papers_ should be reported at a congress, symposium or summer school prior to submission to the Journal. Conference papers are submitted by the Organizing Committee.

_Essays_ report _curricula vitae_ of the important Croatian chemists and accounts of the history of chemistry.

_Data bank contributions_ contain new chemical and physical data in order to make them available for subsequent scientific interpretation and various practical uses.

_Letters to the Editor_ are a medium for expression of scientific opinions or exchange of different views concerning the material published in CCA.

All contributions are evaluated according to the criteria of originality and quality of their scientific content. _Original scientific papers_, _Notes_ and _Preliminary communications_ are sent to two referees, _Feature articles_ and _Conference papers_ to one, and _Authors’ reviews_, _Reviews_, _Essays_ and _Data bank contributions_ to three. Only papers with favourable reports are accepted for publication.

Detailed _Instructions to Authors_ are printed in the first issue of each volume and may be found on the web page http://public.carnet.hr/ccacaa
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